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On the 26th, 27th and 4th of September, TY students went on an educational field 

trip to Secret Valley, a wildlife center created to protect and preserve nature in its 

natural form. 

Secret Valley Wildlife Park and Zoo is a fully licensed zoo in Coolnacon, Clonroche. 

It is one of the main wildlife centers in the Southeast, whose main focus is the 

care and protection of endangered species. There are over 40 species, and while 

we couldn’t see all those animals, we did learn about quite a few species and their 

adaptations. 

The day began with students exploring insects - specifically characteristics of 

insects that help them survive in their environments. Students got the chance to 

learn about cockroaches, millipedes, centipedes, snails and spiders, and even had 

the chance to hold the insects, under close supervision from the lovely keepers 

who looked after them. With a few wary faces, students got to witness Charlotte 

the tarantula, and were able to hold her moulting coat that she had previously 

shed. Such chances don't normally come by, so the ones who were brave enough 

to hold these insects had the time of their lives! 

 

  



 

 

After a quick break, involving a lovely lunch from the Secret Valley café, students 

had the chance to learn about animal adaptations. The highly educated and well-

versed keepers of the park gave insight to the students about the relevance of 

animals and their adaptations that help them survive. During this part of the trip, 

students had the pleasure of feeding some very hungry goats with some lovely 

warm milk. Students placed their milk bottles out for the giddy goats, and the 

yummy milk was gone in seconds. The goats made a meal of any bottle they could 

get their mouths on! This experience was personally one of my favorites; it was a 

hands-on approach, and I liked getting the chance to do something interactive 

with the animals. Seeing how excited the goats got for something as simple as 

food really puts into perspective our own happiness. They reminded me of the 

importance of the small things in life. To appreciate something small like the meal 

you consume, or the beautiful stormy weather you can enjoy inside your cozy 

home - these small acts of joy are things most people forget in the bigger picture 

of life, but it's nice to have a reminder of everything we’re so lucky to have.  

After feeding the goats, the keepers brought out different animals, such as rats, 

rabbits, snakes, and even a legless lizard. An honorable mention of our favourite 

tortoise, Toby, is also very important to add as he came around a few times to 

learn with us. These varieties of animals left a lasting impression on students as 



they got to pet and hold a few of the innocent creatures that inhabited the park. 

It was a wonderful experience and a very cute surprise. 

After another break, students got to the last part of the trip. During this lesson, 

students were taught to map and study habitats. They explored different areas 

and collected data with pooters, line transects, quadrats and more. They also 

learned about the different and most common types of plants native to Irish soil, 

which would prove to be useful in the event of a Leaving Cert ecology question. 

After thoroughly studying the area and its inhabitants, it was time for the group 

to leave.  

This was an educational and very fun trip. We got to learn about the many 

interesting aspects of biology, and it proved to be a wonderful event that gave 

insight to students who wish to continue studying biology in the near future. 

Thank you so much to the teachers and keepers involved for such a splendid day 

out. It was very enjoyable and interesting! 

 



 

 


